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Shallow-Water type models.

- River floods, granular avalanches, submerged landslides, tsunami modeling, multilayer flows, 
. . .

- Robust, High Order and Well-balanced Finite Volume Schemes: path-conservative 
framework.

- In real problems: we try to find a good balance between efficiency and accurate results.
- True validation is necessary: laboratory and real events. 



Simple wave on a simple beach - laboratory



Shallow-water results



Dispersive models
During a tsunami propagation and inundation, nonuniform velocity profiles over depth are 
most often encountered. Missing physics:

- Include frecuency dispersion (propagation). Suitable in intermediate waters (close to 
continental shelf),

- Shoaling,
- Easily extended to shallow water areas (inundation).

Two big families for the approximations of NSE for coastal-type computations:

- Boussinesq type Models: Boussinesq, Peregrine, Madsen-Sorensen, Nwogu, Lynett.
- Non-Hydrostatic Models: Casulli, Yamazaki et al, Jaques Saint-Marie et al.



Non-Hydrostatic Models: Non-Hydrostatic Multi layer-averaged
E.D. Fernandez-Nieto, M. Parisot, Y. Penel, J. Sainte-Marie. 2017         

- Layer averaged approximation of Euler.
- Total pressure is decomposed in hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic.
- Horizontal velocity has a constant vertical profile within each layer.
- Vertical velocity has a linear vertical profile within each layer.
- Exact energy balance.
- When the number of layers increases, the celerity converges to the first 

order theory.
- 1 layer case: JSM equations.



Non-Hydrostatic Models: Jaques Sainte-Marie et al



A new two layer with improved dispersive properties



Numerical Scheme: Yamazaki Equations



Finite Volume



Finite Volume



Runup of a solitary wave on a plane slope



Runup of a solitary wave on a plane slope



References I
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ANALYSIS (DRAFT)

1. Algorithmic features
2. Parallel design patterns
3. Implementation features



Algorithmic features
● Spatial discretization?

○ Finite differences?
○ Finite elements?
○ Finite volumes?
○ Type of elements: triangle, square?

● Type of solver?
○ Direct vs Iterative (convergence criteria)?
○ Adaptive discretization of the domain?
○ Sparse/Irregular computations (e.g. sparse matrices -CRS-)?
○ Based on solving systems of linear equations?

● Compute-bounded?
● Memory-bounded?



Parallel design patterns
● Fully parallel loops?
● Parallel scalar reductions?
● Parallel sparse reductions?



Implementation features

● Shape of the data structure? 
○ Pointer-based vs Array-based?
○ Recursive data structs (e.g. linked-list, tree)?
○ Array of structs (AoS) vs Struct of Arrays (AoS)?
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Algorithmic features

● Spatial discretization? 
○ Finite Volume.

● Type of solver?
○ Adaptive discretization of the domain? No, fixed mesh.
○ Sparse/Irregular computations? Yes.
○ Based on solving systems of linear equations? No.



Algorithmic features

● Found “critical” functions.
● Found loops with more workload.
● List of variables of the code, so as to distinguish among 

private and global ones.



Profiling



Compilation

We have deleted the -g option from compilation.

Compilation option Execution time

- -O1 21.86 sec
- -O2 21.24 sec
- -O3 12.31 sec
- -Ofast 12.29 sec
- + -march=native 6.9 sec
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Bitbucket.org

We have prepared a repository in 

Bitbucket in order to be

able to work 

collaboratively.



Pseudo-Code



MAIN

do {

        var1 = calcula_iteracion(var0,dt);

        dt = calcula_dt(var0);

} while(tiempo_actual<tiempo_final);



void calcula_iteracion(var0) {

for (int l=0; l<orden; l++){
var1 = 0;
reconstructions,var1=reconstruye(var0); 
for (int i=0; i<npar; i++) {

im = f(i)
ip = g(i)
fluxesm,fluxesp=calcula_Dmp(reconstructions,ncapas,dt,heps); 
var1[im]-=fluxesm
var1[ip]-=fluxesp

}
for (int i=0; i<npar; i++) {

var1 = rk(var0,var1,varn); //Runge-Kutta
}

} 
}



#pragma omp parallel shared(...) private(...)
{
#pragma omp for
for (int i=0; i<npar; i++) {

...
fluxesm,fluxesp=calcula_Dmp(reconstructions,ncapas,dt,heps); 
#pragma omp atomic update
var1[im]-=fluxesm
#pragma omp atomic update
var1[ip]-=fluxesp

}
#pragma omp for
for (int i=0; i<npar; i++) 

var1 = rk(var0,var1,varn); //Runge-Kutta
}



SPEEDUP
Num_threads Execution time

1 65.28982 sec

2 42.07812 sec

4 19.22562 sec

8 13.14961 sec
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PROOF OF CONCEPT

Problem size = #iter x order x (#vols/#threads) = 994 x 3 x (1000/#threads)

#threads Execution time 
(secs)

1 65.28982

2 42.07812

4 19.22562

6 13.14961

8 10.02978



PERFORMANCE WITH BIGGER PROBLEM SIZES
#thre
ads

10000 
vols

20000 
vols

50000 
vols

100000 
vols

1 65.28 260.03 1839.99 7276.63

2 42.07 163.56 1043.5 4420.28

4 19.22 75.11 486.22 2093.91

6 13.15 51.5 321.65 1418.57

8 10.03 39.07 243.21 1072.03



TODO LIST

● Parallelization OpenMP
○ Reconstruction → Fully parallel loop
○ Computation of fluxes → Done (parallel sparse reduction)
○ Linear combination (next state) → Fully parallel loop
○ Copy back → Fully parallel loop

● Minimize overhead accross parallel regions
○ 1 parallel region

■ Reconstruction+Computation of fluxes+Linear combination+Copy back
- Parallelization with OpenACC for GPU
- Parallelization with OpenMP+OpenACC


